The 3d orbitals of a transition-atom impurity in a cubic semiconductor can be split by the crystal field (CF) into t2 and e orbitals, each being further split by the exchange (X) interaction into spin-up (t+,e+) and spin-down (t,e ) components ' (Fig. 1) . Depending on the relative order of the orbital energies~, +, e, ,~, +, and &, , the electronic ground state of the X impurity d electrons can correspond either to a maximum electronic spin S ("high spin" or "Hund's rule state") or to a lower spin ("low spin"). Electron-paramagnetic-resonance (EPR) measurements of S known to date for 3d impurities in Si, Ge, III-V, and II-VI states. This universality has suggested' (see Fig 1) ( -0.12ps). We find a negative spin density at the impurity nucleus (a consequence of core polarization) and that most (65%) of the spin density is localized on the impurity, the remaining 35% being delocalized outside the impurity 'E) , and (iv) the possibility that the strong t+ resonance of V2+ near the conduction-band minimum [ Fig. 2(d) ] will be stabilized by effective-mass effects, leading to a shallow high-spin bound state (inconsistent with the rather deep observed acceptor level20).
No EPR or ENDOR data exist for GaAs:V2+; our predictions are given in Fig. 3(b) . Interestingly, we find that, in contrast to V3+, most of the local magnetic moment in V'+ (pq-0. 75ps, p, -1. 0ps) is contributed by the band-gap levels (y~~-0.9lps), with only a small (negative) portion (pvs 0.16ps ) contributed by the valence-band resonances. The low-energy electronic excitations of V~+ correspond in our picture to the spin-forbidden e 2+ e ' ('E ) -e+2t+' (4Ti) and spin-allowed e2~e ' (2E) e+2'r 
is located in our calculaIn an interacting electron system which sustains localized states, the effective one-particle energies depend on the occupation numbers of all levels in the system. Figure 2 shows indeed that occupation ef the empty e level of V'+ by Fig. 2 ). This large disparity in the degree of hybridization of e and t2 levels ("differential hybridization"') at the low-Z end of the 3d series leads to a large crystal-field splitting hcF (e.g. , relative to Mn), which for V exceeds h~, giving rise to a low-spin ground state. In contrast, in more ionic host crystals (e.g., II-VI s), the t'+ orbitals are inside the (wider) band gap; hence they are more localized. This leads to a smaller b, cF and larger i.e. , to a high-spin ground state. This delicate, occupation-dependent balance between 4q(n, m, p) and hcF(n, m, p) together with band-structure effects (correct energy dependence of the LDOS) need to be incorporated in impurity models to correctly describe ground-state spin multiplicites. This discussion suggests that as we move from 3d
